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With Cable TV digitalization in all corners of China and popularization of cable 
digital TV, users of cable digital TV has been over 100 million and the industry of 
cable digital TV has entered the stage of stable development. Based on the large 
capacity and double-direction interactive network, a lot of value-added digital TV 
transactions to meet the diversified, personalized and professional audio and video 
demands of people came out. As a rising new media, digital TV brings a new TV 
consumption revolution. But on the cable TV operators, only a small number of case 
analysis messages and marking strategies can be employed. Therefore, the article took 
the consumption behavior theory and innovative disseminating theory as basis and 
with Fuzhou digital TV users as research objects, collected users-related data to 
research into the behavior features and influence factors in the course of value-added 
transactions through questionnaires. The article hopes that it would enlighten the 
cable TV operators in the aspect of establishing marketing strategies on value-added 
digital TV transactions. 
Through comprehensive analysis and discussion, the research reaches the 
following conclusion,  
1. Population statistics variables influence the basic viewing behaviors of users 
and perception of value-added transactions.  
2. The transmission channels influence the transaction perception and 
consumption incentives, transaction perception influences use intentions and 
transaction expenses, and the consumption incentives influence use frequency.  
3. At different consumption stages, the roles of transmission channels have 
common and unique features.  
4. Value-added transaction users have the feature of certain population statistics 
variables.  
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第一节  研究背景与动机 
一、研究背景 
（一）我国有线电视网络的发展 
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